sent and central. in individual well
being on every level of functioning
from basic molecular and genetic sys
. terns to complex s9Cial interactions.
__ Rossi's insights provide the reader
with a conduit to facilitate tapping
into one's own bio-rhythms and crethese complex concepts invite readers
ative phases.
·
· ·
to reach beyond the customary limits
Organized in two parts, the first
of their own thinking.
portion presents Rossi's own vision
Ernest Rossi's central· perspec
· of health a�d healing. ·He discusses
tive is that profound healing. occurs
his insightful views as they pertain to
when one taps into one's own biolog
health and healing in general, and·to
ical and psycho-sociological rhythms,
hypnotherapy in particular. He points
which allows spontaneous phase tran
out how little is understood physio
sitions that occur from within the
logically about hypnosis even though
individual. This approach contrasts
there is general agreement among
with the more commonly held views
researchers that hypnosis is a valid
of health care-that effective inter
state. He also discusses chrono-bio
ventions come from external sources.
logical aspects of hypnosis �nd how
The overall orientation of his
they offer new possibilities for exploapproach is to identify and then learn
ration and research.
to work in harmony with the adaptive
Despite editorial efforts to inake
rhythms that self-regulate the body.'
the text easily understood, it requires,
Rossi believes that within these
and ric:_hly deserves, focused concen
rhythms there are distinct phases ·
tration.. To keep the reader oriented,
including those more open to creativ
bold print and italics were used to
ity. He posits that rhythms are prehighlight important details. Key con
cepts are illustrated in lists_ at the end
of some of the chapters. There are
numerous illustrations including fig
ures and tables. Many of the more
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BOOK
The Symptom Path
to Enlightenment
by Ernest Rossi, Ph.D.

Edited by Kathr�n Rossi, Ph.D.
1996, Palisades Gateway Publication
Pacific Palisades, CA
365 pages
email: Rossi@earthlink.net
In

The Symptom Path to
Enlightenment, the nonlinear dynam

ics of organization and adaptive theo
ry are proposed as a new orientation
that can help achieve a more compre-.
hensive understanding of the essence
of problem solving and healing in
hypnotic work. This is a big task for
a single text, but Katherine Rossi's
careful preparation and editing of

complex ideas are annotated:-• The
book includes an extensive list of ref
erences and a sophisticated glossary.
The -strengths and weakness of
the book are the same. Rossi's think
ing extends beyond that which is eas
ily understandable. He challenges the
fields of. hypnosis, bio-rhythms,
health care delivery and psychothera
py. He also challenges readers to
reach within their own frames of ref• ·
erence to broaden their own under
standing. This is a serious book filled
with complex ideas about hypnosis ·
and healing.
·
The
Symptom
Path
to
Enlightenment opens new· avenues of

research and thinking, areas which
have long been ripe for exploration
and study. Rossi, a serious scientist
with impeccable· . credentials, is
known for thinking creatively in ways
that stretch familiar patterns. His
work may lead to an entirely new,
nonlinear understanding of the ·physi
ological basis of hypnosis and estab
lish new links between psychology
and physiology

Reviewed by:

Roxanna Erickson Klein, Ph.D., R.N.
Dallas, TX
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STEPHEN LANKTON
& CAROL LANKTON
in Pensacola Beach, Florida

Participation in the workshop meets training requirements for Florida
licensing code for "Qualified Practioner of Hypnosis"

Five-Day Intensive Trainin&

April 4-8, 2001
Oct. 3-7, 2001

·

Tuition S42S

Eligibi��:M°!�!! �.;,��n�en�nf..tl�iplines.

Three:Day �re-Advanced Trainin&

April 9-11, 2001
Oct. 8 -10, 2001
Tuition $28S

·

CE credits (18 hr.). MIT, SW, MHC, & Psych.
Eligibility: Masters or Doctorate in Mental Health Disciplines.
CEUs: Florida CE Lie. NurnbersCMH-018--exp. 1/2001 ;&PCE-16.
For .information & registration, coniact: the Lanktons, carol@lankton.com

. P.O. 958, Gulffiree-ze,FL32562, USA.(850)932-68 l 9or

obtain a brochure at http://lankton.com/workshop.htm.
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